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Auditory neurons are selective for temporal sound information that is important for rhythm, pitch, and timbre perception. Traditional
models assume that periodicity information is represented either by the discharge rate of tuned modulation filters or synchrony in the
discharge pattern. Compelling evidence for an invariant rate or synchrony code, however, is lacking and neither of these models account
for how the sound envelope shape is encoded. We examined the neuronal representation for envelope shape and periodicity in the cat
central nucleus of the inferior colliculus (CNIC) with modulated broadband noise that lacks spectral cues and produces a periodicity pitch
percept solely based on timing information. The modulation transfer functions of CNIC neurons differed dramatically across stimulus
conditions with identical periodicity but different envelope shapes implying that shape contributed significantly to the neuronal re-
sponse. We therefore devised a shuffled correlation procedure to quantify how periodicity and envelope shape contribute to the temporal
discharge pattern. Sustained responses faithfully encode envelope shape at low modulation rates but deteriorate and fail to account for
timing and envelope information at high rates. Surprisingly, onset responses accurately entrained to the stimulus and provided a means
of encoding repetition information at high rates. Finally, we demonstrate that envelope shape information is accurately reflected in the
population discharge pattern such that shape is readily discriminated for repetition frequencies up to �100 Hz. These results argue
against conventional rate- or synchrony-based codes and provide two complementary temporal mechanisms by which CNIC neurons can
encode envelope shape and repetition information in natural sounds.
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Introduction
Speech, music, and many natural acoustic signals contain peri-
odic waveforms that contribute to pitch and rhythm perception,
and that are important for auditory object recognition, music
identification, and source segregation tasks (Bregman, 1990;
Moore, 1997). In humans, rhythmic context is perceived at mod-
ulation frequencies �20 Hz, whereas pitch is dominant at mod-
ulation frequencies above this range (Moore, 1997). Pitch and
rhythm perception is not exclusive to humans but is also con-
served across species including nonhuman primates, birds, and
cats (Chung and Colavita, 1976; Heffner and Whitfield, 1976;
Colavita, 1977; Cynx and Shapiro, 1986; Tomlinson and
Schwarz, 1988). The ability to faithfully encode timing informa-
tion in the CNS is therefore a fundamental attribute of the hear-
ing process.

How pitch is represented in the nervous systems has been the
subject of an ongoing debate dating back more than a century
(Seebeck, 1841; Ohm, 1844; Helmholtz, 1885). Central to the

debate is the question of whether pitch perception is a temporal
(Schouten, 1940; Licklider, 1951) or spectral phenomenon
(Goldstein, 1973; Wightman, 1973; Terhardt, 1974; Bilsen,
1977). Spectral or place theories propose that the perceived pitch
is accounted for by the harmonic structure of the sound and the
resulting population activity pattern on the cochlea (Shamma
and Klein, 2000; Oxenham et al., 2004; Cedolin and Delgutte,
2005). Various classes of sounds, however, lack resolved harmon-
ics, and in such cases pure spectral theories fail to account for
pitch perception. This occurs, for instance, when a broadband
noise is temporally modulated because spectral harmonics are
not present in such sounds (Pollack, 1969; Burns and Viemeister,
1981). In this case, the temporal structure contains relevant in-
formation and the pitch is proportional to the repetition fre-
quency of the sound.

Precise spike timing has long been recognized as a critical
factor in the neuronal code for periodic sound information. In
the auditory nerve and brainstem, neurons can convey informa-
tion about the stimulus repetition by phase-locking to the mod-
ulation cycle at rates exceeding 1 kHz (Kim et al., 1990; Joris and
Yin, 1992; Rhode and Greenberg, 1994; Rhode, 1995; Cariani and
Delgutte, 1996; Cedolin and Delgutte, 2005; Dreyer and Delgutte,
2006). However, the ability to follow high modulation rates is
systematically reduced at higher levels of the auditory pathway
(Langner, 1992; Joris et al., 2004). For example, in the central
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nucleus of the inferior colliculus (CNIC), the upper cutoff for
synchronized activity is �300 Hz (Rees and Møller, 1987; Lang-
ner and Schreiner, 1988; Rees and Palmer, 1989; Krishna and
Semple, 2000; Nelson and Carney, 2007). This reduced syn-
chrony may be related to a transformation from temporal to
place-rate code in the CNIC (Langner and Schreiner, 1988).

Periodicity information is not the only temporal attribute es-
sential to the hearing process. Neurons throughout the auditory
pathway are also exquisitely sensitive to the temporal structure of
the acoustic pressure waveform such that the timing of the first
spike is precisely locked to the onset of a sound and contains
information about the sound envelope (Heil and Irvine, 1997;
Heil, 2001). Psychophysically, the temporal characteristics of the
rising phase of a sound envelope contribute to the perceived in-
tensity and timbre of a sound (Iverson and Krumhansl, 1993;
Irino and Patterson, 1996). Within the context of music, the “at-
tack” and “decay” of the rising and falling phases of musical notes
contribute to the familiarity and quality of musical instruments
(Risset and Wessel, 1982; Paquette and Peretz, 1997). Yet it is not
clear how the shape of the envelope is simultaneously encoded
with repetition information in periodic stimuli. Specifically, in
the classic sinusoidal amplitude modulation (SAM) stimuli that
are commonly used to study amplitude modulation (AM) cod-
ing, the envelope shape covaries with modulation frequency. At
low rates, the modulation envelope has a slow rise and decay
time, whereas at high rates the rise and decay times are faster. If
envelope shape and repetition coding involve independent
mechanisms, envelope shape information would be intermixed
with periodicity information in the neuronal response, making it
difficult to characterize the precise structure of the temporal code.

Here, we examined how envelope shape and periodicity infor-
mation in broadband sounds are concurrently encoded in the
CNIC. We use a novel stimulus paradigm combined with a shuf-
fled correlation procedure that allows us to decompose the neu-
ronal response pattern into a periodicity and envelope shape
component. The three test sounds consist of sinusoidal ampli-
tude modulated noise (SAMN) that contains both temporal pe-
riodicity and a well defined envelope shape, periodic noise bursts
(PNB) that contain strictly periodicity information, and sine
ramp noise (SRN) that contains shape information but no peri-
odicity. Direct comparisons between these orthogonal stimulus
condition demonstrates that envelope shape and periodicity ap-
pear to be encoded differentially by sustained and onset compo-
nents of the neuronal output. This result argues against the con-
cept of a modulation tuning filter on the basis of rate or
synchrony alone, and suggest that information regarding the
stimulus shape and periodicity are directly encoded by the tem-
poral activity pattern.

Materials and Methods
Animal preparation and recording. Animals were housed and handled
according to approved procedures by the University of Connecticut An-
imal Care and Use Committee and in accordance with guidelines set by
the National Institutes of Health, the United States Department of Agri-
culture, and the American Veterinary Medical Association. All efforts
were made to minimize the number of animals in this study, and alter-
natives were considered for the experimental and surgical procedures.
Experiments were performed in an acute recording setting (48 –72 h).
Surgery was performed under sodium pentobarbital (25–30 mg/kg) and
acepromazine (0.28 mg/kg) on adult cats (N � 5) with a clean outer ear
canal and clear middle ears. An endotracheal tube was inserted to mini-
mize breathing artifacts and respiratory noise. The pinnae were retracted
and the animal was placed in a stereotaxic assembly with hollow earbars.
A craniotomy was performed over the anterior fossae, and the overlying

occipital cortex was aspirated. The bony tentorium was then removed to
fully expose the inferior colliculus. After the surgical procedure, the
animal was maintained in an areflexive state via continuous infusion of
ketamine HCl (6 –10 mg � kg �1 � h �1) and diazepam (0.4 – 0.7
mg � kg �1 � h �1) in lactated Ringer’s solution. The infusion rate was
adjusted according to physiologic criteria (heart rate, breathing, and re-
flexes). Every 12 h, the animal was given dexamethasone (1.2 mg/kg) to
prevent brain edema and atropine (0.04 mg/kg) to reduce salivation.

Neuronal recordings from 142 units [65 single units (SUs); 77 multi-
units (MUs)] were obtained from the central nucleus of the cat inferior
colliculus. All of the data analysis herein consists of single-unit data, with
the exception of the rate and synchrony analysis of Figure 4, which also
contains small multiunit clusters. Epoxy-coated tungsten electrodes
(4 – 8 M� at 1 kHz; A-M Systems) or glass-coated tungsten electrodes
(5–15 M�; 1–2 �m tip diameter) were advanced with a Burleigh micro-
drive (ULN 6000; Burleigh Instruments) at an angle of �30° relative to
the sagittal plane and approximately orthogonal to the CNIC frequency
band lamina (Oliver and Morest, 1984). The central nucleus was identi-
fied physiologically by presenting pure tone-pips to identify a low- to
high-frequency gradient (Merzenich and Reid, 1974). Recording tracts
and corresponding units that did not follow this gradient were presumed
to be outside the central nucleus and were excluded from this study.
Approximately two units were recorded per penetration tract. A con-
certed effort was made to fully sample the CNIC by sampling data along
the medio-lateral and rostral-caudal aspects of the CNIC. Neuronal
traces were amplified and passed through a window discriminator. Spike
event times were then acquired digitally at a rate of 12.2 kHz (RA16PA,
RX6; Tucker-Davis Technologies). After a unit was isolated, a frequency–
response area was measured and the best frequency (BF) determined.
Best frequencies spanned 1.5– 40.8 kHz (mean BF, 13.9 � 9.4 kHz; me-
dian BF, 11.1 � 16.9 kHz).

Acoustic stimuli and delivery. All experiments were performed inside a
sound isolation chamber to reduce external acoustic noise (IAC). Sounds
were delivered via a closed binaural speaker system (EC1 electrostatic
diaphragms; Tucker-Davis Technologies) connected to hollow ear bars
(Kopf Instruments). The delivery system was calibrated for frequencies
1– 47 kHz [�3 dB sound pressure level (SPL)] with a 400 sample finite
impulse response inverse filter (implemented on a Tucker-Davis Tech-
nologies RX6).

Acoustic stimuli were generated digitally at a rate of 96 kHz in MAT-
LAB (Mathworks) and delivered via a professional audio card (RME
9652 sound card). Sounds were delivered binaurally with no interaural
time difference or interaural level difference (diotically) through cali-
brated ECI headphones (Tucker-Davis Technologies) connected to hol-
low ear bars. Three stimuli were generated that allowed us to decompose
the neuronal response pattern into a periodicity and envelope shape
component. First, 5 s segments of PNB were generated by periodically
gating uniformly distributed noise with a brief b-spline window. This
sound contained strong periodicity information, although the envelope
shape of the noise burst was fixed for all repetition conditions. The gating
window duration was 0.25 ms with 0.05 ms rise and decay time. In two
experiments, PNB repetition rates spanned 5–500 Hz (n � 38 recording
sites) in logarithmic increments (1.4 octave steps; 15 modulation fre-
quencies), whereas in the latter three experiments (n � 104 recording
sites) the upper repetition frequency was extended to 1341 Hz (18 mod-
ulation frequencies). Five second segments of SAMN were generated by
modulating uniformly distributed noise with a sinusoid envelope at
identical modulation rates as PNB. Here, the SAMN contained period-
icity and shape information; however, the envelope shape covaried with
the modulation frequency of the sound. Both SAMN and PNB were
presented in random interleaved order (10 repeats for each stimulus
condition) with 500 ms pause between consecutive conditions. Finally,
the SRN consisted of one cycle of the sinusoid envelope that was used to
modulate uniformly distributed noise. SRN therefore contained shape
but no repetition information. SRN stimuli were presented every 200 ms
(100 randomly interleaved repeats for each condition) at the equivalent
modulation frequencies as for PNB and SAMN (see Fig. 1 A). All sounds
were presented at a fixed level of 80 dB peak SPL. For all three stimuli,
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unfrozen noise carriers were used so that only the envelope waveform
was preserved from cycle-to-cycle (for PNB and SAM) or trial-to-trial.

Modulation transfer functions. Rate (rMTF) and temporal (tMTF)
modulation transfer functions (MTFs) were derived for each stimulus
condition using conventional methods. For the PNB and SAMN stimuli,
the dataset was screened for temporal adaptation across all recordings.
Adaptation was not present in the data beyond 500 ms; therefore, the
initial 500 ms was discarded for all of the subsequent analysis.

The temporal precision of the synchronized response to PNB and
SAMN was characterized for each unit by measuring the vector strength
(VS). At each modulation frequency, the VS (Goldberg and Brown, 1969;
Joris et al., 2004) was computed according to the following:

VS�
1

N��
n�1

N

cos2��n� � �
n�1

N

sin2��n�, (1)

where �n � 2�tn/T, N is the total number of recorded action potentials,
tn is the time of occurrence of the nth spike, and T is the modulation
period. The VS or synchrony index measures the degree of temporal
synchronization in the neuronal response at each repetition frequency
with a maximum value of 1. When the neuronal responses are plotted
over a period of the modulation frequency, a VS of 1 corresponds to all
the responses falling at a particular phase of the modulation period,
whereas a value of zero corresponds to responses distributed evenly across all
phases. The VS was tested for significance at each modulation frequency
( p � 0.001) with the Raleigh statistic (Buunen and Rhode, 1978).

Shuffled-correlation analysis. A modified shuffled correlation analysis
was developed that efficiently removes noise from the neuronal spike
train and allowed us to measure the stimulus-evoked response for SAMN
and PNB. The shuffled correlation (SC) was obtained as the root-mean
pairwise correlations between nonoverlapping four-cycle segments of
the neuronal spike train as follows:

	shuffled(�)�� 1

N�N � 1��
k�1

N �
l
k

	kl���, (2)

where N is the number of consecutive four-cycle stimulus segments,
	kl(�) is the circular cross-correlation between the kth and lth segments,
and N(N � 1) is the total number of segment pairs that are correlated.
The rastergram for each modulation condition were first segmented into
nonoverlapping four-cycle segments as illustrated in Figure 5B. A circu-
lar correlation was used in Equation 2 (see Fig. 5C,D) because all of the
responses are contiguous at the boundaries because the stimuli are peri-
odic. This prevents edge artifacts that would occur if a standard correla-
tion was performed. A fast implementation of Equation 2 was obtained
by noting that (see Appendix):

	shuffled��� � � 1

N�N � 1��N2 � 	PSTH��� � �
k�1

N

	kk����, (3)

where 	PSTH is the circular autocorrelation function for the poststimulus
time histogram (PSTH) over four stimulus cycles:

PSTH(t) �
1

N�
k�1

N

sk�t�, (4)

and sk(t) is the neural spike train for the kth four-cycle segment. This
algorithm resulted in a marked reduction in the computational load [N
� 1 correlations compared with N(N � 1)], which was necessary to
efficiently jackknife the data across trials (Efron, 1981). Also note that
	kl(�) � 	lk(��), so that 	shuffled has even symmetry.

The SC analysis was performed at each modulation frequency and for
each stimulus condition. To assure that the analysis resolution was con-
served across all modulation frequencies, the neuronal response was
sampled at a rate of 10 samples per stimulus period. The square root
normalization was performed because, for SAMN, 	shuffled closely

matched a cosine model 	model(�) � (�DC � �AC � cos(2�fmt)), where
�DC is the average driven spike rate and �AC is driven response compo-
nent (see Fig. 5E). Second, this normalization conveniently expresses the
neuronal output in units of spikes/second.

There are several advantages to our SC approach over direct averaging
using a PSTH procedure as recently performed by Malone et al. (2007) to
study the neural discharge pattern for AM sounds. First, the SC requires
that we correlate spike train data across trials. This trial-to-trial correla-
tion smooths the spike train output at the natural time scale of the tem-
poral response before averaging, which helps remove estimation noise
(see Fig. 5C). This initial “smoothing” guarantees that the correlation
functions for each trial are not binary functions (0 or 1, as for the spike
train data). Second, the procedure performs N(N � 1) averages (com-
pared with N for a PSTH) which further helps diminish estimation noise
from the response metric. The effects of this averaging and smoothing are
clearly evident in the resulting SC functions for single units using SAMN
(see Fig. 5D), which are often noise-free and resemble a cosine pattern for
individual units. Finally, the SC removes the group delay from the neu-
ronal response. This is useful for computing the population average SC
(see Fig. 9) because it guarantees that all of the responses from different
units are aligned to a common phase of zero before averaging. A simple
population average PSTH would not retain this property and the distri-
bution of response group delays would be reflected in the population
response pattern (Malone et al., 2007). Removal of the group delay is
particularly important in the present study because the distribution of
group delays can be significantly wider than the stimulus period, espe-
cially for the high modulations rates tested (e.g., �300 Hz). If the group
delay were not removed, the population SC would be blurred by the
group delay distribution. Such blurring would artificially distort the pop-
ulation response because it would diminish the strength of phase-locked
activity across the neuronal population, especially at the high rates.

Shuffled correlation modulation transfer function. At each condition,
several metrics were obtained from the SC, and these were then plotted as
a function of modulation frequency. First, we estimated the modulation
index (MI) of the neuronal output directly from the SC as 	 � 1 �
min(	shuffled)/max(	shuffled). The MI was measured at each modulation
frequency, and we thus represented the neuronal response as a modula-
tion index MTF (miMTF). This allowed us to characterize the strength of
the phase-locked neuronal output across stimulus conditions.

Next, we measured the match between the envelope waveform and the
neuronal response estimated from the SC. This provided a measure of the
timing fidelity of the neuronal response and how accurately the neuron
(or population) encoded the envelope waveform shape. The envelope
shape index (ESI), as follows:

ESI(fm) �
	shuffled,	stimulus�

��	shuffled���	stimulus�
, (5)

was estimated as the correlation coefficient between the shuffled corre-
lation and the stimulus envelope autocorrelation function. Because the
DC component of the correlation function does not provide any infor-
mation about the envelope information, it was removed before comput-
ing the ESI. The SAMN ESI was obtained by using the all-order shuffled
and stimulus correlations (DC component removed), whereas the PNB
ESI was obtained by using the higher-order correlation functions in
Equation 5 (first harmonic and DC components removed). As a ratio-
nale, note that the PNB higher-order harmonics provide the pertinent
shape information that distinguishes the PNB stimulus from SAMN, and
presumably its neuronal response pattern. If a neuron produces an ap-
proximately sinusoidal response pattern to PNB (e.g., as was often ob-
served for high modulation frequencies), the direct ESI metric produces
a positive ESI because the fundamental component of the stimulus cor-
relation would be highly correlated with the neuronal SC. Thus, we mod-
ified the ESI metric for PNB by removing the fundamental component so
that it more efficiently reflects disparities between SAMN and PNB
shape. The validity of this approach was tested by using the all-order ESI
for PNB. When the PNB response pattern exhibits a sinusoidal like pat-
tern, the higher-order ESI was close to zero whereas the all-order ESI was
positively biased as expected from the additional fundamental compo-
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nent. In both cases, the observed trends and general conclusions were
identical; however, the higher-order ESI enhanced the disparity between
SAMN and PNB shape as expected from the above argument. In both
cases, an ESI value of 1 indicated that the neuronal response closely
matched the stimulus envelope correlation function, whereas a value
near zero indicates a lack of association between the stimulus and re-
sponse. To compare the shape encoding fidelity across stimulus condi-
tions, the data were represented as an ESI modulation transfer function
(esiMTF).

The data for each neuron were jackknifed (Efron, 1981) and signifi-
cance estimates were obtained for the MI and ESI metrics by requiring
that the parameters exceeded the levels expected for a Poisson neuron of
identical spike rate. To do this, simulated Poisson rastergrams were gen-
erated at each modulation condition by requiring that the Poisson model
firing rate was identical with the measured firing rate. This requirement
guaranteed that the rMTF of the Poisson neuron was identical with the
real neuron rMTF; however, all of the interspike interval information
that would allow for a temporal code was discarded. The shuffled corre-
lation was then computed for the Poisson neuron and jackknifed across
response trials. A t test was then performed on the MI and ESI metrics
between the real data and Poisson neuron at a significance level of p � 0.05.

Periodic extension shuffled correlation. To compare SRN responses with
those from SAMN and PNB, we synthetically modified the SRN response
and performed a “periodic” shuffled correlation (PSC). Noting that the
SRN corresponds to one cycle of the SAMN, a straightforward way to
predict the SAMN output with the SRN response is to assume that it
consists of periodic copies of the SRN response. This procedure for pre-
dicting the SAMN response from the SRN strictly holds if the neuronal
response is stationary as expected for a linear time invariant neuron (i.e.,
no adaptation). Although we recognize that there will be adaptation to
consecutive periods in the response to SAMN, a similar adaptation pat-
tern should in theory also be present in the PNB response. To assure that
adaptation did not adversely affect our results, the first 500 ms of SAMN
and PNB data were removed from all of the SC analysis. Adaptation was
not visible in the data beyond this 500 ms point and both PNB and SAMN
exhibited similar adaptation timescale. In contrast to PNB and SAMN,
the SRN responses should contain strictly information regarding the
envelope shape. We therefore sought to compare these three stimulus
conditions to independently characterize periodicity and envelope shape
factors of the neuronal output.

To implement the PSC, the neuronal responses to the SRN were first
periodically extended by appending single response trials together into
four period segments for each modulation condition (see Fig. 7). We

then used Equation 2 to generate the shuffled correlation for the period-
ically extended responses. To quantify how onset and sustained activity
contribute to neuronal discharge pattern for SAMN and PNB, we used
the SRN response to predict the neuronal response patterns observed for
SAMN and PNB. To do this, the PSC procedure was performed sepa-
rately for onset and sustained activity, and these were then compared
with the PNB and SAMN responses. For neurons that exhibited a mixed
response (onset and sustained component), it was necessary to break up
the spike train into each of the contributing components (see Fig. 7)
before computing the PSC. To do this, we computed the distribution of
the first- and second-spike latencies for SRN and used the minimum
observed second spike latency as a decision boundary to classify the onset
and sustained response (see Fig. 7B). These two components were then
periodically extended to four cycles before separately computing the PSC
for the onset and sustained components (see Fig. 7C,D). Quantitative
comparisons between the temporal discharge pattern for onset SRN ac-
tivity, sustained SRN activity, PNB, and SAMN were performed by com-
puting and comparing the esiMTFs and miMTFs for each condition.
Note that the MI and ESI metrics are not sensitive to changes in firing rate
and strictly account for the temporal pattern of the response. The chosen
metrics are therefore not affected by adaptation in the neural response,
which is expected to occur for periodic stimulation in SAMN and PNB.

Shape discrimination analysis. How much information does the CNIC
neuronal population contain for discriminating shape information in
periodic signals? This was addressed by comparing the neuronal activity
for PNB and SAMN with a modified version of the sensitivity index (d�)
(Green and Swets, 1966). Because the neuronal response patterns for
PNB and SAMN consisted of 40-dimensional SC vectors, it was necessary
to modify the conventional d� metric so that it could accommodate these
multidimensional response patterns. The sensitivity index (d�) was de-
fined as follows:

d� �
�	� PNB�	� SAMN�

�Tr�CPNB]�Tr�CSAMN]
, (6)

where 	� PNB and 	� SAMN are the population averaged SC for PNB and
SAMN (see Fig. 9 A, B) expressed as 40 sample point vectors (i.e., 10
samples/cycle), � � � is the vector norm operator, Tr�� is the matrix trace
operator (i.e., the sum of the diagonal terms), and CPNB and CSAMN are
the population covariance matrices for PNB and SAMN, respectively.
The d� metric measures the distance between the population SCs nor-
malized by the SC spread across the neuronal population. The d� there-
fore quantifies the relative distance between population activity for PNB

Figure 1. A, Proposed stimulus paradigm for decomposing the neuronal response of CNIC neurons into orthogonal stimulus dimensions of envelope shape and repetition. PNB consist of brief
broadband noise bursts (250 �s), which contain repetition information and a fixed envelope shape for all conditions. The PNB sound was varied as a function of repetition frequency, while the burst
amplitude and duration remain constant. In comparison, SRN contains envelope shape information but no repetition cues because the sound is presented in isolation every 200 ms. The SRN envelope
was varied in random order across the corresponding repetition frequencies used in PNB. Thus, the SRN and PNB can be thought of as orthogonal acoustic conditions. Finally, SAMN contains both
shape and repetition cues and therefore shares the acoustic attributes from the SRN and PNB. Note that, mathematically, the envelope for the SAMN can be expressed as the convolution between
the PNB and SRN envelope. B, The response of a typical mixed unit to PNB, SAMN, and SRN at 10 Hz modulation frequency. C, The response of the same unit to PNB, SAMN, and SRN at 36 Hz
modulation frequency.
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and SAMN while taking into account the neuro-
nal variability in the population response. Higher
values of d� indicate improved discrimination.

Results
We examined how neurons in the CNIC
encode periodic information concurrently
with envelope shape information with
sounds that encompass the range of mod-
ulation frequencies for rhythm and pitch
perception. Three sounds were generated
that allowed us to characterize how repeti-
tion and envelope shape contribute to the
neuronal response pattern (Fig. 1A). The
response pattern to PNB, SRN, and SAMN
was examined in 142 units (65 SUs; 77
MUs) in the cat CNIC. The SRN envelope
(Fig. 1A, bottom panel) consists of a single
cycle of a SAMN envelope (Fig. 1A, center
panel) and as such does not contain repe-
tition information. The envelope shape for
the SRN, however, covaries with the mod-
ulation frequency parameter such that the
envelope is shorter and more succinct for
higher frequencies. For SAMN, the enve-
lope shape covaries with the repetition of
the sound similar to the SRN envelope. In
contrast, PNB (Fig. 1A, top panel) con-
tains pure repetition information, and the
envelope shape does not vary despite
changes in modulation frequency. Figure
1, B and C, illustrates typical responses to
these three sounds at 10 and 36 Hz. This
unit displayed a periodic but phasic re-
sponse to PNB (Fig. 1B,C, top panel). In
contrast, the SAMN discharge pattern was
characterized by a sustained but modu-
lated response that accurately reflected the
SAMN envelope shape (Fig. 1B,C, center
panel). Similarly, the SRN response con-
sisted of a sharp onset response followed
by a sustained response that resembled the
SAMN envelope (Fig. 1B,C, bottom
panel). These three conditions allow us to
examine how pure repetition (PNB),
shape (SRN), or combined repetition–
shape factors (SAMN) contribute to the
neuronal representation.

Temporal response pattern and
modulation tuning
Neurons in our sample could be distin-
guished on the basis of their temporal dis-
charge pattern to SRN. These could be
characterized as either a temporally suc-
cinct onset response, a sustained response
in which the firing pattern is modulated by
the SRN envelope, or an onset followed by
a sustained response pattern (mixed re-
sponse). Two examples with a mixed SRN response pattern are
illustrated as dot rasters in Figure 2, A and B (observed in 43 of 65
single units). The transient onset response to SRN exhibits pre-
cise spike timing at all modulation frequencies and is followed by

a sustained response over the stimulus duration that disappeared
at higher modulation frequencies (Fig. 2A,B, right panels). The
response of these neurons to PNB and SAMN are illustrated in
the left and middle panels, respectively, of Figure 2, A and B. The

Figure 2. Spike rasters to PNB (left), SAMN (middle), and SRN (right) of four single units. Modulation frequencies were varied
logarithmically from 5 to 1341 Hz for the units in A–C (18 modulation frequencies, shown along the ordinate; 10 trials per
condition for PNB and SAMN; 100 trials per condition for SRN) or 5 to 500 Hz for D (15 modulation frequencies). A, B, Mixed single
units exhibit an SRN response pattern with both a brief onset and longer lasting sustained component that follows the sound
envelope. C, Example onset unit is characterized by a single phasic response to SRN. D, Example unit with sustained discharge
pattern to SRN. PNB and SAMN rasters are shown only for the first 2 s. The red curves indicate the duration of the first cycle of
response to each stimulus modulation frequency. The inset plots display an overlay of randomly chosen 100 action potential traces
in a 2 ms window.
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neuron in Figure 2A precisely followed the PNB stimuli (Fig. 2A,
left panel) resulting in bandpass rMTF tuning and lowpass tMTF
tuning (Fig. 3A,B, purple curve). However, this same unit exhib-
ited a weak response to SAMN (Figs. 2A, middle panel; 3A, blue

curve). The neuron in Figure 2B displayed a weak albeit synchro-
nized discharge pattern to PNB stimuli at low modulation fre-
quencies (Fig. 2B, left panel). Although few burst stimulus events
evoked action potentials, the evoked spikes were tightly aligned in
time to the noise burst events resulting in high synchrony (Fig.
3D). This behavior is reflected in the tuning characteristics for
this unit, which exhibited a lowpass tMTF despite an opposing
highpass rMTF response pattern (Fig. 3C,D, purple curve). The
SAMN tMTF of this unit by comparison exhibits a bandpass
tuning profile (Fig. 3D, blue curve), whereas the rMTF exhibits
reduced spiking at intermediate frequencies (�100 Hz) (Fig. 3C,
blue curve). In this unit, the upper cutoff frequency for signifi-
cant synchrony to both the PNB and SAMN stimuli were similar
(Raleigh statistic, p � 0.001). However, at lower modulation fre-
quencies, the PNB and SAMN responses exhibit vastly different
firing rate trends indicating that the stimulus repetition alone does
not account for the rMTF pattern.

Although most neurons exhibited mixed response pattern,
other neurons exhibited only an onset firing pattern (11 of 65
single units). A neuron with an onset SRN response is illustrated
in Figure 2C. The SRN firing pattern consisted of a brief onset
component at all modulation rates (Fig. 2C, right panel). Simi-
larly, the firing patterns to PNB and SAMN both exhibited a brief
“onset”-like discharge to each modulation cycle and adapted to
near zero spike rate at modulation frequencies above �50 Hz
(Fig. 2C, left and middle panels). For both PNB and SAMN, the
unit exhibited similar tuning characteristics with a bandpass
rMTF and lowpass tMTF (Fig. 3E,F). Interestingly, most onset
neurons (7 of 11 units) failed to respond to the continuous
SAMN, although they evoked a highly synchronized lowpass pat-
tern to PNB. It seems that onset units are the least likely to re-
spond to SAMN, and as such the envelope shape of the SAMN
contributes little to their neuronal discharge pattern. This result is
consistent with studies in bats and rats in which most of the CNIC
units that failed to respond to envelope modulations were onset
units (Condon et al., 1996; Shaddock Palombi et al., 2001). Despite
this limitation, onset units exhibit high temporal fidelity that enables
them to accurately entrain to the stimulus repetition.

Neurons with strictly a sustained SRN response pattern and
no discernable onset were the least likely to occur in our sample
(Fig. 2D) (7 of 65 single units). The example neuron responded
robustly (allpass) to SAMN (Figs. 2D, middle panel; 3G, blue
curve) although it exhibited a bandpass tuned temporal syn-
chrony response pattern (Fig. 3H). In comparison, response
could not be evoked to PNB except at high repetition frequencies
(Figs. 2D, left panel; 3G, purple) at which an unsynchronized
increase in spike rate was observed (Fig. 3H). A similar unsyn-
chronized highpass discharge pattern was seen in all sustained
only neurons (n � 7). An additional four single units displayed an
off response pattern to SRN that was likely attributable to inhibi-
tion (data not shown).

In general, there was a weak correspondence between syn-
chrony and rate MTFs (Fig. 3). The MTF filter patterns could
exhibit a lowpass, bandpass, allpass, or even highpass response
pattern that was not necessarily conserved for the rate or syn-
chrony metrics (Fig. 3). In the examples shown, the rMTF and
tMTF tuning patterns could differ substantially (Fig. 3, compare
A, B; C, D; G, H), although some neurons did exhibit similar rate
and synchrony tuning (Fig. 3, compare E, F) (r � 0.8; p � 0.01).
Similarly, direct comparisons between the tuning patterns ob-
served for PNB versus SAMN were not necessarily in agreement
(Fig. 3A–D,G,H, purple curve vs blue curve).

To quantify how closely matched the tuning properties were

Figure 3. Comparison of modulation tuning characteristics. Example rate (left column) and
synchrony (right column) MTFs obtained with SAMN (blue) and PNB (purple) for the represen-
tative neurons in Figure 2. PNB and SAMN tuning characteristics could vary dramatically; how-
ever, some units produced similar tuning patterns that were conserved for both sounds (E, F ).
Tuning properties were generally not conserved between synchrony and rate MTFs even for the
same sound. Unmarked data points for the synchrony MTF (B, D, F, H ) did not exceed the
Raleigh statistic ( p � 0.001), whereas data points with zero spikes were not plotted (F, H ). A,
B, MTFs of the mixed unit in Figure 2 A (correlation coefficient comparisons: r(rate vs synchrony
for SAMN) � 0.54; r(rate vs synchrony for PNB) � 0.28; r(PNB vs SAMN for rate) � 0.68; r(PNB
vs SAMN for synchrony) � �0.28). C, D, MTFs of the mixed unit in Figure 2 B [correlation
coefficient comparisons: r(rate vs synchrony for SAMN) � �0.70; r(rate vs synchrony for
PNB) � �0.89; r(PNB vs SAMN for rate) � 0.64; r(PNB vs SAMN for synchrony) � 0.70]. E, F,
MTFs of the onset unit in Figure 2C [correlation coefficient comparisons: r(rate vs synchrony for
SAMN) � 0.74; r(rate vs synchrony for PNB) � 0.50; r(PNB vs SAMN for rate) � 0.80; r(PNB vs
SAMN for synchrony) � 0.93]. G, H, MTFs of the sustained unit in Figure 2 D [correlation coef-
ficient comparisons: r(rate vs synchrony for SAMN) ��0.89; r(PNB vs SAMN for rate) � 0.28].
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across different conditions (rMTF vs
tMTF; PNB vs SAMN), we computed the
correlation coefficient between the MTFs
obtained for each of these conditions.
Consistent with the examples of Figure 3,
tuning properties lacked a consistent rela-
tionship across the population (Fig. 4).
This was evident in the distribution of cor-
relation coefficients between the rMTF
and tMTF (Fig. 4A,B), which was broadly
distributed (SAMN, range, �1 to 0.93;
PNB, range, �0.98 to 0.78) and weakly
correlated for both single units (mean �
SD, SAMN, r � 0.0 � 0.57; PNB, r �
�0.01 � 0.50) and multiunits (mean �
SD, SAMN, r � 0.41 � 0.43; PNB, r �
0.24 � 0.35). Furthermore, although for
some neurons the SAMN response mim-
icked the PNB response pattern, this was in
general not true. The MTFs often differed
substantially between PNB and SAMN
sounds (Fig. 3, purple vs blue). The distri-
bution of correlation coefficients between
SAMN and PNB MTFs (Fig. 4C,D) was
broadly distributed (rMTF, range, �1 to 1;
tMTF, range, �0.86 to 1) and weakly cor-
related (mean � SD, rMTF, SU, r � 0.19 �
0.49; MU, r � 0.20 � 0.47; tMTF, SU, r �
0.48 � 0.42; MU, r � 0.26 � 0.39) indicat-
ing that the temporal or rate pattern of ac-
tivity was not strongly correlated between
these two types of sounds. This result is
consistent with the observation that the
rate best modulation frequency (BMF) ob-
tained for PNB and SAMN were not cor-
related (Fig. 4E) (SU: Spearman’s r �
0.22 � 0.16 SE; t test, p � 0.13, NS; MU:
Spearman’s r � 0.15 � 0.12 SE; t test, p �
0.19, NS). Because neuronal responses
vary as a function of the envelope shape (as
demonstrated for the SRN) (Heil and
Irvine, 1997; Heil, 2001), it is possible that
the observed disparity between the PNB
and SAMN is accounted for by the fact that
the PNB stimulus contains purely repeti-
tion information, whereas for SAMN the
envelope shape is dependent on the modulation frequency and is
intertwined with the periodicity information. As such, a pure rate
or synchrony code as measured with rate or synchrony MTF may
provide a misleading interpretation of how CNIC neurons en-
code stimulus repetition and shape.

The contribution of onset and sustained activity to stimulus
shape and repetition
To test the hypothesis that envelope shape and repetition are con-
currently encoded in the temporal discharge pattern, we used a SC
analysis that allowed us to extract and compare the stimulus-evoked
response for SAMN, PNB, and SRN (see Materials and Methods).
The procedure for computing the SC involves circularly cross-
correlating the neuronal spike trains across independent stimulus
segments while averaging all correlation pairs (Fig. 5A–D). As can be
seen, example SC functions for a typical SAMN response from a
mixed neuron (Fig. 5E) (10, 50, 259, and 695 Hz) accurately reflect

the sinusoidal envelope shape of the stimulus even at 259 Hz. Fur-
thermore, the peak-to-peak response amplitude as assessed by the
SC is tuned for modulation frequency. This trend was measured by
computing the response modulation index (see Materials and Meth-
ods) for each condition, which we then used to plot the miMTF of
each neuron (Fig. 5F). The bandpass tuned miMTF of this example
indicates that the neuron most efficiently used its spiking activity
�50–100 Hz. For each neuron, we also estimated how well the neu-
ronal response pattern encoded the stimulus waveform shape. The
ESI (see Materials and Methods) was used to quantitatively compare
the similarity of the stimulus envelope autocorrelation to the re-
sponse SC at each modulation frequency (Fig. 5G). For this example,
the ESI is �1 for frequencies �360 Hz indicating that the spike-
timing pattern for this neuron accurately reflected the stimulus en-
velope shape for this range of frequencies. The ability of the neuron
to follow the stimulus envelope drops precipitously at modulation
frequencies greater than �400 Hz as reflected in the esiMTF.

Figure 4. Lack of invariance in modulation tuning characteristics. A quantitative analysis of the MTF shape similarity was
performed to compare the rate versus synchrony metrics (A, B) and the PNB versus SAMN sound conditions (C, D). Distribution of
correlation coefficients between the rate and synchrony MTFs for PNB (A) and SAMN (B). Distribution of correlation coefficients
comparing PNB versus SAMN for the rate (C) and synchrony (D) MTF. The black bars indicate single units, and the gray bars indicate
multiunits. For all comparisons, correlation coefficients spanned the entire space suggesting that tuning was not conserved across
stimuli or response metrics. E, Rate BMF values also indicate a weak relationship between PNB and SAMN. BMF values obtained
from the rate MTF for the SAMN and PNB sounds were weakly correlated.
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The SC of a mixed unit is shown for PNB and SAMN in Figure
6, A and B (same unit as Fig. 2B), along with the corresponding
miMTF and esiMTF (Fig. 6C,D). For this unit, the SAMN shuf-
fled correlation accurately reflected the sinusoidal envelope
shape for all SAMN modulation frequencies between 10 and 500
Hz (Fig. 6B;C, blue, esiMTF), whereas for PNB the SC pattern
consists of brief periodic events that accurately reflect the PNB
envelope structure up to �259 Hz (Fig. 6A;C, purple, esiMTF).
The miMTF exhibited a lowpass pattern for PNB and a bandpass
pattern for SAMN (Fig. 6D).

The examples of Figure 6 bring up the possibility that the
differences in the response activity pattern for PNB and SAMN
may be attributable to differences in the envelope shape of the
two sounds. If this is so, the SRN response pattern should account
for the differences in the responses to these two periodic stimuli.
Hypothetically, for a linear time-invariant neuron the SAMN
discharge pattern would consist of periodic copies of the
SRN discharge. To compare the SAMN response with the ob-
served discharge for onset and sustained components for the SRN
stimulus, we therefore created a PSC by assuming that the SAMN
response consisted of periodic copies of the SRN response pattern
(see Materials and Methods) (Fig. 7). The periodic extension

procedure was performed independently for the onset and sus-
tained SRN discharge components (Fig. 7C,D) and the PSC was
then computed using the procedure of Figure 5 for each
component.

The neuronal discharge pattern for the onset and sustained
activity is shown in Figure 6E–H. The PSC analysis shows that the
sustained SRN response component accurately represents the
sound envelope shape at low frequencies (�10 – 69 Hz) (Fig.
6E,G) but deteriorated at higher rates. Note that, for this unit,
sustained responses were present only for frequencies less than
�100 Hz, and thus the sustained response PSC analysis could
only be performed for this range of frequencies. In comparison,
the onset SRN component of the same unit resembled brief peri-
odic events at low frequencies (Fig. 6F) (5 Hz) but was closely
matched to a sinusoid waveform at higher modulation frequen-
cies (Fig. 6F) (186 – 695 Hz). Thus, the temporal structure of the
sustained SRN response closely resembles the observed pattern
for SAMN at low frequencies, whereas the onset activity domi-
nates and appears to provide a better representation of the enve-
lope at high modulation frequencies. This is evident in the es-
iMTFs and miMTFs for the onset and sustained SRN
components (Fig. 6G,H).

Figure 5. Quantitative analysis of enveloped phase-locked activity obtained with a modified shuffled correlation procedure (see Materials and Methods). The shuffled correlation is illustrated
with the SAMN sound for a typical neuron. A, Spike raster of a typical response to SAMN is shown at all modulation frequencies tested. Modulation frequencies increase vertically, and 10 response
trials are shown per condition. B, The data in A was first partitioned into independent four-cycle segments for each stimulus modulation frequency. C, D, Pairwise shuffled correlations were then
performed across all possible segments combinations (C), and the average shuffled correlation was obtained by averaging across all trials (D). E, Example shuffled correlations are shown at 10, 50,
259, and 695 Hz. Note that, for this neuron, the neuronal correlation (black) and the stimulus correlation (gray) are tightly superimposed. For each of these conditions, we then measured the ESI and
MI (see Materials and Methods) and represented the results as a modulation transfer function for each of these parameters (F, G). Superimposed dots on each of the MTFs represent data points for the selected
conditions in E. The MI quantifies the normalized strength of the neuronal output, whereas the ESI measures how faithfully the neuronal discharge pattern encoded the stimulus envelope.
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In contrast to the mixed unit of Figure 6, the SC of an onset
neuron consisted of brief periodic events for both SAMN and
PNB (Fig. 8A,B) that was not consistent with an envelope shape
code (Fig. 8C, purple curve, esiMTF). This neuron responded
only at low modulation frequencies (�50 Hz) for both PNB and
SAMN and it exhibited high temporal precision with a modula-
tion index of 1 over this range of frequencies (Fig. 8D). The SRN
response for this unit consisted of brief onset responses with no
sustained component. This is evident in the PSC analysis for SRN
(Fig. 8E–G) that exhibits a temporally succinct periodic correla-
tion pattern that is dominant at low frequencies. Thus, it appears
that this neuron is capable of encoding the exact occurrence of
the stimulus event but provides a poor representation for the
stimulus shape. Together, these two examples (Figs. 6, 8) demon-
strate that neurons in the CNIC are capable of encoding the en-
velope shape and periodicity and suggest that onset and sustained
responses could play separate functions.

How does onset and sustained activity in the CNIC popula-
tion contribute to the analysis of the sound envelope shape and
stimulus repetition? To address this question, we computed pop-
ulation averaged shuffled correlation for all stimuli and sound
repetition conditions (Fig. 9) (see Materials and Methods). Fig-
ure 9, A and B, displays the averaged SC for PNB and SAMN from
65 single units. For PNB, the population SC consisted of a tem-
porally precise periodic pattern (Fig. 9A, purple) that resembled
the correlation for the PNB stimulus (Fig. 9A, gray) and was
significant up to 259 Hz (compared with a Poisson population of

neurons with equal spike rates: bootstrap t test, p � 0.05). This
was particularly true at rates �134 Hz at which the SC consisted
of brief phasic responses such that the ESI and MI were close to 1
(Fig. 9E,G, purple curve). Similarly, for SAMN, the population
SC was closely matched to a cosine waveform up to �500 Hz (Fig.
9B). This was evident in the population envelope shape index,
which was significant (compared with a Poisson population of
neurons with equal spike rates: bootstrap t test, p � 0.05) and
close to 1 up to 500 Hz (Fig. 9E, blue curve). The strength of the
SAMN response (MI), in comparison, was tuned with a maxi-
mum modulation index at 26 Hz and was not significant for the
neuronal population beyond 259 Hz (Fig. 9G, blue curve) (boot-
strap t test, p � 0.05). Thus, the CNIC population activity exhib-
its a high degree of temporal acuity and contains significant en-
velope information for modulation rates to �250 Hz.

We next compared the average PSC from onset and sustained
responses in the SRN stimulus and compared these directly with
the observed population SC for PNB and SAMN. To do this, we
estimated the MI and ESI directly from the population average
PSC (Fig. 9C,D). The modulation and envelope shape index
trends for onset and sustained response components exhibited a
unique pattern that accurately predicted the observed results for
the SAMN stimulus. The MI obtained from onset responses ex-
hibited a lowpass trend in which the MI was 1.0 for frequencies
below �50 Hz (Fig. 9G, green curve) and which closely matched
the observed pattern for onset activity from PNB (Fig. 9G, purple
curve) (multiway ANOVA, p � 0.53, NS). In comparison, the MI

Figure 6. Shuffled correlation analysis for a mixed single unit (same unit as in Fig. 2 B). A, B, Shuffled correlation function for PNB (purple), SAMN (blue), and their stimulus envelope
autocorrelation (gray) at 5, 50, 186, and 695 Hz. C, D, esiMTF and miMTF for PNB (purple curve) and SAMN (blue curve). E, F, Periodic shuffled correlation function for sustained SRN response (red)
at 5, 19, 50, and 69 Hz. The shuffled correlation is shown for onset SRN activity (green) at 5, 50, 186, and 695 Hz. The envelope autocorrelation of the stimulus is overlaid for reference (gray). G, H,
esiMTF and miMTF for the sustained (red curve) and onset (green curve) SRN response. The dots on the curves of C, D, G, and H indicate significant results (t test, p � 0.05) relative to a Poisson neuron
with identical firing rate. Conditions with zero spikes were excluded from the analysis and not plotted.
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for the sustained activity peaked at �0.5, although it exhibited a
bandpass pattern with maximum at �100 Hz (Fig. 9G, red curve)
that was closely matched to the bandpass pattern observed for
SAMN (Fig. 9G, blue curve) (multiway ANOVA, p � 0.10, NS).
Thus, sustained activity in the CNIC population accurately rep-
licates the observed population pattern for SAMN, whereas onset
activity fully accounts for the observed PNB trends.

The combined ESI patterns from onset and sustained activity
to SRN (Fig. 9F) could explain the observed ESI trend for SAMN.
Although the SAMN ESI was near 1.0 up to 500 Hz (Fig. 9E, blue
curve), the combined envelope shape index for the sustained SRN
response was near 1 only at low modulation frequencies (�100
Hz) and deteriorated at higher modulation frequencies (Fig. 9F,
red curve). In contrast, the combined onset activity from mixed
and onset neurons to SRN exhibited a highpass pattern with max-
imal envelope shape index at high modulation frequencies (Fig.
9F, green curve). A distinct crossover boundary between these
two response categories was clearly observed around 100 Hz. The
opposing patterns for onset and sustained activity suggest that
these could differentially contribute to high and low modulation
frequencies and thus could together account for the broad ESI
range observed for SAMN. Sustained activity appears to faithfully
represent the envelope shape at low modulation frequencies
(�100 Hz), whereas onset responses represent the envelope
shape at higher modulation frequencies.

The observed temporal response patterns for PNB and SAMN
and the corresponding patterns for onset and sustained SRN ac-
tivity suggest that precise temporal activity plays a role in the
analysis of envelope shape. Furthermore, it suggests that onset

and sustained activity could underlie some of the differences in
the spiking patterns for PNB and SAMN. We therefore asked
whether the observed neuronal discharge patterns could be used
to discriminate envelope shape information. We addressed this
question by computing the psychophysical metric d� (Green and
Swets, 1966) directly from the population SC patterns between
SAMN and PNB for each modulation condition (see Materials
and Methods). The resulting d� curve exhibits a lowpass pattern
with d� � 1 for frequencies up to 97 Hz (Fig. 10). Thus, based on
the population temporal activity pattern, differences in the PNB
and SAMN envelope shape could be easily discriminated up to
�100 Hz.

Discussion
These results challenge long-standing theories of repetition and
modulation coding in the auditory midbrain that have tradition-
ally assumed that rate-tuned periodicity filters convey essential
information about the temporal structure of the stimulus (Lang-
ner, 1992; Joris et al., 2004). For such a population-coding
scheme to work, it is a prerequisite that the rate MTF of each
neuron exhibit an invariant response to the stimulus periodicity
regardless of the exact shape of the stimulus envelope or its spec-
tral content. Rate and synchrony MTFs in our data could indeed
be tuned; however, they were in general not consistent with this
simple scheme because they were mostly different across sound
conditions for the same neuron (Figs. 3, 4C,D). Furthermore,
rate and synchrony MTFs differed dramatically from each other
(Figs. 3, 4A,B). Accordingly, an invariant representation for
stimulus periodicity on the basis of rate or synchrony alone is not
consistent with these tuning properties. This behavior is ac-
counted in our data by the fact the neurons exhibit distinct re-
sponse properties to sound envelope shape and repetition. At low
stimulus modulation rates sustained firing patterns contribute by
producing a high-fidelity representation of the sound envelope.
In contrast, onset activity extends the encoding abilities to high
modulation rates at which high temporal precision is a prerequi-
site. These data thus suggest that the neuronal code for modu-
lated sounds in the CNIC is more akin to temporal pattern anal-
ysis in which sustained and onset activity separately contribute to
the encoding of envelope shape and repetition.

Implications for envelope coding
Our comparison of rate and synchrony MTFs suggests that a
simple coding scheme based on modulation tuning alone is un-
likely because tuning properties varied considerably and were
generally uncorrelated across stimulus conditions (Fig. 4E). This
suggests that the repetition frequency parameter is not the most
fundamental stimulus attribute and that rate and synchrony pro-
vide only partial envelope information. Instead, our data support
the conclusion that the precise temporal discharge pattern is sig-
nificantly more important. Thus, we propose that neurons in the
CNIC use their discharge pattern to provide a high-fidelity rep-
resentation of the envelope waveform.

In general, the observed temporal discharge patterns could be
quite varied from unit-to-unit or stimulus condition; however,
several patterns appear to hold. First, pure onset neurons (7 of
11) responded strictly to PNB and produced no significant re-
sponse for SAMN. In comparison, most of the neurons that ex-
hibited a sustained or mixed SRN response responded to both
PNB and SAMN (43 of 54). Several tuning properties were also
consistent across stimuli. The vast majority of MTFs obtained for
PNB with our SC procedure exhibited a lowpass response pattern
(Fig. 9G, purple curve). In comparison, the MTF patterns ob-

Figure 7. Predicting periodic responses to SAMN from SRN responses. A, The example dot
rasters obtained for SRN at all modulation frequencies tested (5–1341 Hz). B, The dot raster is
first decomposed by separating the onset (green) and sustained (red) responses (see Materials
and Methods). To predict the neuronal activity for SAMN, we assume a time-invariant neuronal
discharge, so that the predicted SAMN response pattern consists of periodic copies of the SRN
discharge pattern. A periodic extension is performed by randomly interleaving SRN responses
from each trial to generate a four-cycle dot raster. This procedure is illustrated in C for the 10 Hz
condition shown in B (data inside the blue contour). C, D, Predicted dot rasters are illustrated
separately for the onset component (green) and the subsequent sustained response component
(red).
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served for SAMN were much more varied. One possible explana-
tion for this disparity between PNB and SAMN is that the tran-
sient onsets in the PNB (250 �s duration) evoked highly succinct
neuronal responses, such that synchronized discharges were
strictly limited by the stimulus repetition rate as a result of the
time constant of the neuron. In comparison, the SAMN re-
sponses would also be influenced by the SAMN envelope shape
because the rise and decay times vary as function of modulation
frequency.

Direct comparison between the discharge pattern for SRN,
SAMN, and PNB suggests that differences between PNB and
SAMN tuning properties could arise if the PNB and SAMN
sounds differentially activate onset or sustained responses. Hy-
pothetically, it is conceivable that the brief noise burst in PNB is
more likely to evoke a phasic onset response pattern, whereas the
sinusoidal envelope of the SAMN could evoke sustained re-
sponses. Indeed, the observed discharge patterns for SRN are
consistent with this hypothesis. The predicted modulation tun-
ing properties obtained from the onset activity to SRN for our
neuronal population closely resembled the observed lowpass
trend observed for PNB [PNB (Fig. 9G, purple curve); onset SRN
(Fig. 9G, green curve)]. In both instances, the output modulation
index is �1 for frequencies up to �100 Hz and drops for higher
frequencies. This is true although the SRN and PNB envelopes
bear no relationship. The close association between these two
trends indicates that the PNB and onset SRN discharge patterns
may arise as a result of a common neuronal mechanism. Heil and
colleagues (Heil and Irvine, 1997; Heil, 2001; Heil and Neubauer,
2003) have demonstrated that the timing of the first spike to
transient envelopes are characterized by short latency responses
and are well accounted for by a simple lowpass integrate-and-fire
mechanism that could account for the observed lowpass trend. In

contrast, the population MTF for SAMN shares similar tuning
properties to the predicted MTF obtained with the sustained dis-
charge to SRN [SAMN (Fig. 9G, blue curve); sustained SRN (Fig.
9G, red curve)]. In both instances, the population MTF is tuned
with maximum response modulation index of �0.5, although the
population tuning peaks at a slightly higher modulation fre-
quency for SRN (97 vs 26 Hz). This subtle disparity may be ac-
counted for by the fact that for SAMN neuronal discharges in the
CNIC adapt to repeated presentations of the sound envelope,
whereas for SRN they do not. Together, these comparisons indi-
cate that sustained and onset discharge patterns contribute dif-
ferently during periodic stimulation and that the shape of the
sound envelope is a key feature that regulates the temporal dis-
charge pattern.

The proposed SC technique is mathematically similar to the
shuffled autocorrelogram analysis recently used in the auditory
nerve, cochlear nucleus, and inferior colliculus to study the rep-
resentation of stimulus fine-structure and envelope information
(Joris, 2003; Louage et al., 2004, 2005). We have extended this
general approach to study the coding of envelope periodicity and
shape for periodic signals. Because unfrozen noise carriers were
used in this study, we were unable to characterize how fine-
structure information contributes. However, our results demon-
strate that the SC contains significant information that is related
to the stimulus envelope for periodic signals. The close match
between the stimulus and response correlograms observed for the
PNB and SAMN and the various modulation frequencies tested
(Figs. 5–10) provides evidence that the spiking pattern of CNIC
neurons can provide an accurate representation of the envelope
waveform especially for modulation frequencies below �100 Hz.
The conclusion that shape information is preserved only at low
modulation frequencies and degrades beyond 100 Hz is sup-

Figure 8. Shuffled correlation analysis for an onset single unit (same unit as in Fig. 2C). A, B, Shuffled correlation function for PNB (purple), SAMN (blue), and their stimulus envelope
autocorrelation (gray) at 5, 13, and 36 Hz. C, D, esiMTF and miMTF for PNB (purple curve) and SAMN (blue curve). E, Periodic shuffled correlation function for onset (green) activity at 5, 50, 186, and
695 Hz to SRN. The envelope autocorrelation of the stimulus is superimposed for reference (gray). This unit did produce a sustained discharge, and therefore sustained activity analysis was not
performed. F, G, esiMTF and miMTF for onset responses to SRN (green curve). The dots on the curves of C, D, F, and G indicate significant results (t test, p � 0.05) relative to a Poisson neuron with
identical firing rates. Conditions with zero spikes were excluded from the analysis and not plotted.
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ported directly by our quantitative discrimination analysis be-
tween PNB and SAMN (Fig. 10) (for additional discussion, see
below, Relationship to psychophysics).

The proposed neuronal coding strategy for stimulus period-
icity and envelope shape is likely initiated in brainstem circuits in
which various cell classes have been identified on the basis of their
temporal firing pattern (Young et al., 1988; Rhode, 1995; Stabler
et al., 1996; Batra, 2006). Similar onset and sustained temporal
firing patterns have been observed previously in the CNIC (Lang-
ner and Schreiner, 1988; Rees et al., 1997; Nelson and Carney,
2007). Although projecting brainstem nuclei and cell classes
likely contribute to the observed response patterns (Langner and
Schreiner, 1988; Rees et al., 1997; Ramachandran et al., 1999), it is
also likely that intrinsic membrane and synaptic response char-

acteristics in the CNIC potentially enhance and contribute as well
(Burger and Pollak, 2001; Sivaramakrishnan and Oliver, 2001;
Pollak et al., 2003; Tan and Borst, 2007).

Onset and sustained discharge patterns have previously been
observed in the brainstem, midbrain, and cortex of various awake
species (Pollak et al., 1978; Langner et al., 2002; Batra, 2006;
Ter-Mikaelian et al., 2007). Given the prevalence of these two
discharge patterns, it is likely that onset and sustained activity
could also serve to encode periodicity and envelope shape in the
awake state. Although anesthesia is known to alter neural dis-
charge patterns, this appears to be substantially less pronounced
in the inferior colliculus compared with the auditory cortex
(Ter-Mikaelian et al., 2007). Thus, it is likely that onset and
sustained activity serve as a mechanism that is conserved

Figure 9. Comparison of the single-unit population activity pattern for PNB, SAMN, and SRN. Population averaged SC (n � 65 single neurons) for PNB (A, purple) and SAMN (B, blue). The PSC
from sustained (C, red) and onset (D, green) SRN components. Sustained responses were only present for modulation frequencies up to 259 Hz of the SRN (C), because secondary spikes needed to
measure sustained responses were not present in the neuronal discharges at these high modulation frequencies. The gray curve indicates the stimulus correlation. Note that the maximum value of
each individual SC or PSC is normalized to 1 before averaging to avoid the effect of spike rate. E, esiMTF for PNB (purple) and SAMN (blue) from the population average SC. F, esiMTF for sustained (red)
and onset (green) from the population average PSC. G, miMTF for PNB (purple), SAMN (blue), sustained (red), and onset (green) responses. Note that the miMTF pattern is closely matched between
PNB versus onset activity and the SAMN versus sustained activity. The asterisks indicate nonsignificant ESI or MI values. Error bars indicate SEM.
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across structures and species for encoding temporal sound
information. Our general proposition that the temporal dis-
charge pattern is significantly more important than the re-
sponse firing rate is in fact consistent with a recent study by
Malone et al. (2007) in the auditory cortex of awake primates.
This study demonstrated that temporal discharge pattern of
cortical neurons is essential for the encoding SAM tones. In
this study, most of the information regarding the stimulus
identity was evident in the cycle histogram and not in the rate
or synchrony tuning profile as traditionally assumed. In par-
ticular, they observed that systematically changing fundamen-
tal stimulus parameters (e.g., intensity or modulation index)
significantly alters the MTF similar to the lack of invariance we
observe with respect to envelope shape (Figs. 3, 4).

Relationship to psychophysics
The observed patterns of CNIC activity are consistent with vari-
ous aspects of pitch and envelope shape perception. The response
modulation index for the CNIC population was statistically sig-
nificant for the SAMN and PNB up to �500 Hz. This result
mirrors human psychophysical data, which has identified the
upper limit for periodicity pitch of modulated noise to lie be-
tween 500 and 800 Hz (Pollack, 1969; Burns and Viemeister,
1981). Unlike harmonic tone complexes, the type of modulated
noise used in these psychophysical studies and in the present
study contains no spectral information from which to extract the
sound pitch. This implies that a temporal activity pattern analysis
would be required to extract such information from our sounds.
Although our results do not suggest that pitch is strictly repre-
sented as a temporal code, they imply that temporal information
does indeed play a role.

Differences in the temporal pattern of activity for PNB and
SAMN could also potentially account for the perception of the
waveform shape, which contributes directly to the perceived tim-
bre of complex sounds (Iverson and Krumhansl, 1993; Irino and
Patterson, 1996). At low modulation rates, the pattern of neuro-
nal activity for PNB is characterized by brief response epochs that
mirror the sound envelope, whereas for SAMN the population
response resembles a nearly perfect sinusoidal pattern (Fig.
9A,B). These differences were evident in the d� MTF, which dem-

onstrates that CNIC population activity is capable of encoding
the shape information reliably up to �100 Hz (Fig. 10). Interest-
ingly, the ability for humans to discriminate periodic ramped and
damped noise and tones, which are physically distinguished on
the basis of their temporal shape, begins to deteriorate for fre-
quencies beyond 100 Hz (Akeroyd and Patterson, 1995; Akeroyd
and Patterson, 1997).

Summary
These data shed light on the neuronal code for temporal repetition
and envelope shape information in the auditory midbrain. Collec-
tively, the findings suggest that simple rate or synchrony codes over-
simplify the manner in which CNIC neurons encoded temporal in-
formation and that the precise temporal pattern of the neuronal
discharge is essential. How this information is used at subsequent
levels of processing and how it contributes to basic auditory percepts
of pitch, rhythms, and timbre still needs to be determined. Future
studies will therefore need to consider how patterned temporal ac-
tivity in the CNIC is altered in the transition to high-level cortical
areas.

Appendix
Here, we derive the proof for the fast implementation of the
shuffled correlation function. This implementation significantly
reduces the computational load because it requires a total of N �
1 correlation compared with N(N � 1) for the direct formula (Eq.
2). We start off with Equation 3:

	shuffled��� � � 1

N�N � 1��N2 � 	PSTH��� � �
k�1

N

	kk����,

(A1)

and will use this to derive Equation 2. The correlation function
for the response PSTH in Equation 4 can be expressed as follows:
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Note that the autocorrelation of the PSTH is simply the aver-
age correlation between all possible trial pairs. Combining the
above result with the inner argument of Equation A1 gives the
following:
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Figure 10. Shape discrimination analysis. Discrimination MTF was obtained from single
units (n � 65) by computing the d� metric to compare the temporal activity pattern between
PNB and SAMN for the CNIC population (see Materials and Methods). The d� MTF follows a
lowpass trend indicating that discrimination between PNB and SAMN on the basis of the pop-
ulation spiking pattern is optimal for modulation frequencies below �100 Hz. Error bars indi-
cate SEM.
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which corresponds to the sum of all the correlation functions
between the off-diagonal terms. Substituting this result into
Equation A1 gives the desired result as follows:

	shuffled��� � � 1

N�N � 1��
k�1

N �
l
k

	kl���. (A4)
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